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BUDGET  STATEMENT
2016 - 2017

Kolkata Municipal Corporation

Hon’ble Chairperson Madam,

1.1 With your permission, I rise to present the budget estimates of Kolkata

Municipal Corporation for the year 2016-2017 along with the revised estimates

of receipts and expenditures for the year 2015-2016. Earlier this year we

presented an Interim Estimate of Income & Expenditure for the 1st two Quarters

of 2016-17 as the Model Code of Electoral Conduct was in force for the West

Bengal Assembly Elections.

1.2 In pursuance of the provision of sub-section (5) of Section 131 of the Kolkata

Municipal Corporation Act, 1980, I hereby present to the Corporation for

adoption under sub-Section (1) thereof, the budget estimates which are

estimated receipts and expenditures for the year 2016-17.

1.3 In pursuance of Section 131 of the Kolkata Municipal Corporation Act, 1980

and in accordance with the traditionally practiced procedures, allocation of

funds has been done under the following six heads:

i)      Water Supply, Sewerage & Drainage

ii) Roads Development & Maintenance

iii) Bustee Services

iv) Commercial Projects

v) Solid Waste Management

vi) General

The same has been incorporated in Volume-II of the Budget Estimates,

2016-2017.

1.4 In terms of the provision of sub-Section (3) of Section 131, the rates at

which taxes, surcharges, fees etc, will be levied by the Corporation in the year

2016-17 have been incorporated in Volume-I and are placed along with the

Budget Estimates for adoption.

1.5 The Volume-II of the Budget Estimates contains heads of accounts and

allocation of fund under the Boroughs.

1.6 The inventory of immovable properties of Kolkata Municipal Corporation is

also placed along with the Budget Estimates for 2016-17 in terms of Section
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540(3) of the Kolkata Municipal Corporation Act 1980. I must emphasize that

updation of this kind of inventory in a dynamic organization like KMC has to

be an ongoing process.

REVENUE BUDGET

2.1 The position of Revised Estimates for 2015-16 in respect of Revenue Fund is

as under:

` in lakh

Opening Balance as on  01. 04. 2014 (–)  35,867.01

2014-15

Actual Receipts (Pre-Audited) 2,13,463.79

Actual Expenditure (Pre-Audited) 2,49,901.81

Opening Balance as on  01. 04. 2015 (–)  72,305.03

2015-16

Revised Receipts 2,65,430.15

Revised Expenditure 2,81,422.00

Opening Balance on  31. 03. 2016 (–)  88,296.88

2.2 Initially, the year-end deficit for 2015-16 was estimated at ` 16,800.00 lakh.

However, as per the revised estimate the deficit is expected to be ̀  15,991.85

lakh. The coming financial year opens with a cumulative deficit of ̀  88,296.88

lakh under the revenue fund of Kolkata Municipal Corporation.

RECEIPTS & EXPENDITURE- A COMPARATIVE PICTURE

3.1 In 2016-17, the income is estimated at ̀  2,86,171.00 lakh while the expenditure

at `  3,02,171.00   Lakh.  Taking   into   account   the  opening  deficit  of

`  88,296.88 lakh, it is expected that the year 2016-17 will close with a

cumulative deficit of ` 1,04,296.88 Lakh:

` in lakh

Opening Balance as on  01. 04. 2016 (–) 88,296.88

Estimated Income during 2016-17 2,86,171.00

Estimated Expenditure during 2016-17 3,02,171.00

Estimated closing balance as on  31. 03. 2017 (–) 1,04,296.88
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3.2 The following table will indicate the growth of Receipts under various sources

and expenditure of Revenue Fund :

  REVENUE RECEIPTS ` in lakh

(Pre-Audited) Budget Revised Budget

Actual for Estimate Estimate Estimate

2014-2015 2015-2016 2015-2016 2016-2017

Tax Revenue 68,450.59 78,479.19 77,266.87 92,898.00

Non-Tax Revenue 44,085.47 48,936.52 40,982.51 50,180.00

Public Private Partnership 140.59 35,150.00 336.78 25,350.00

Total Revenue from Internal

source (A+B+C) 1,12,676.65 1,62,565.71 1,18,586.16 1,68,428.00

Government Grant 1,00,787.14 1,11,089.00 1,46,843.99 1,17,743.00

TOTAL RECEIPT 2,13,463.79 2,73,654.71 2,65,430.15 2,86,171.00

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 2,49,901.81 2,90,454.71 2,81,422.00 3,02,171.00

Surplus (+)/Deficit (–) (-) 36,438.02 (-) 16,800.00 (-) 15,991.85 (-) 16.000.00

Overview

4.1 We have come across a long way in building a bond with our beloved citizens

of Kolkata. And that bond has reached its second year of the second

consecutive term we have been elected to govern this prestigious and historical

institution. Hon’ble Chief Minister, West Bengal, has guided us and provided

her unstinted support and we are committed to give shape to her dreams of

making Kolkata a world class city. I feel honoured to inform this August House

that a substantial part has already been achieved. I would like to inform about

our initiatives in detail.

4.2 As extending best possible civic services to our people remain our primary

objective, we are all for it to give our hundred percent despite several

constraints. Capacity enhancement of the Garden Reach Water Works

(GRWW) by 50 MGD has been taken up and out of which, 20 MGD capacity

plant has already been commissioned in July 2015. The Dhapa Treatment

Plant, now called the Jai Hind Jal Prakalpa, named by our Hon’ble Chief

Minister, is fully operational now. Construction of few more booster pumping

stations are in the pipeline. Our ambitious project of up-gradation of the man

entry brick sewer is complete in all respect now. In fact during the last monsoon,

there was no substantial water logging in those areas despite heavy shower.

Our Bustee Dept is doing commendable job during the festive seasons by

arranging for temporary toilets for the thousands of visitors. They have also

worked on a mobile app showing locations of all the PUTs in the city. Our

Health initiatives have far reaching consequences and we are moving towards
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providing secondary and tertiary health care apart from our basic objective

of preventive community care. Upgradation of our maternity homes is one

such step in that direction. We have taken an initiative for establishing a 500

unit Blood Bank at 242 Kalighat Road. Our SWM Dept has taken initiative to

build a Waste to Energy Plant at Rajarhat. Tendering process is on and will

take some time to finalise. Our Roads Department has already strengthened

almost all the major arterial roads. The SW&UPA Dept has been implementing

all the major Govt initiatives with great enthusiasm. I will go into detail about

the future projects to be undertaken by our various civic service- related

Departments during the course of my speech.

4.3 The beautification of the Hoogly Riverfront is a major milestone achievement

and it is now being tagged as a tourist destination for all our foreign visitors

and those coming here for the first time. Other beautification drives like

reconstruction of median strips and construction of roadside gardens have

spruced up the life of the city. Coating for fresh paints in the guard rails and

median strips is a regular feature now which makes the city look clean and

beautiful.

4.4 Members of this August House will be happy to know that KMC received

“True and Fair” audit certificate from the Examiner of Local Accounts on the

Annual Accounts for 2014-15. It is pertinent to mention here that KMC has

been receiving this certificate since 2003-04 continuously. KMC has been

able to obtain “CCRA+” certificate from the Crisil Rating Agency- an

internationally acclaimed rating agency. This indicates that KMC maintains its

Books of Accounts in a very transparent and accurate method. It also indicates

KMC’s steady financial health.

From the following table the financial health profile of the organization can be

observed.

`̀̀̀̀ In Lakh

Receipts 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017
(Pre-audited) Revised Estimate

Actual

Total Tax Revenue 68,450.59 77,266.87 92,898.00

Total Non-Tax Revenue 44,085.47 40,982.51 50,180.00
PPP 140.59 336.78 25,350.00

Total Revenue (own source) 1,12,676.65 1,18,586.16 1,68,428.00

Total Govt. Grant 1,00,787.14 1,46,843.99 1,17,743.00

Total Revenue Receipt 2,13,463.79 2,65,430.15 2,86,171.00

Receipts from other Agencies

(Suspense Heads) 70,030.52 71,055.64 82,187.80

TOTAL RECEIPT 2,83,494.31 3,36,485.79 3,68,358.80
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Assessment-Collection

4.5 Like previous year, last year too collection of property tax continued with the

same vigour. As a result the number of assessees has risen from 7.22 lakhs to

7.50 lakhs.

4.6 We have already implemented the amendment brought in the KMC Act for

giving interest waiver upto 50% of unpaid tax to poor, middle class and those

who are not habitual defaulters of property tax based on the feasibility of

their applications. Because of this change, people are now more inspired to

pay due tax to us. We have modified the Citizens Charter to make the mutation

procedure more fast and easy.

4.7 We have taken steps to form a “Fast Track Settlement Committee” to address

various complaints of the assessees for speedy and acceptable solutions as

per prevailing KMC Act and Rules. Rules framed for the functioning of this

committee have been sent to the State Government for approval. We are

hopeful that complaints regarding assessment of premises will have acceptable

solutions and revenue collections will be heightened.

4.8 Steps have been initiated so that assessees can apply for e-mutations sitting at

home.

4.9 Announcement has already been made for area based self assessment of

property tax for transparent and impartial assessment of premises. As the

model code of Electoral conduct for West Bengal Assembly election was in

force, implementation of Unit Area Assessment System got delayed. Under

this system, citizens will be empowered to self-assess their property tax. Through

an amendment of the KMC Act, 1980, citizens have been given the scope to

opt for any of the two systems to be an assessment method for their respective

property. Assessees will be given option to remain in the existing method or

to adopt the new system of assessment. We strongly believe that as a result of

tat scope, the goal of tax reforms will thus get a boost. We would implement

this system at the earliest convenience.

4.10 Digitisation of Inspection Book as mentioned in the last Budget is now

completed. Now, the work of examination and compilation of those documents

is on the verge of completion.

Our collection for the year 2015-16 has been to the tune of ` 754.82 crore

and we set up a target of  ` 907.90 crore for 2016-17.
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Licence

4.11 Among the major revenue generating Departments in KMC, Licence plays a

very important role. Not just revenue generation but to make the system easy

for doing business in the city, we have taken major initiatives of

computerization. Now a businessman or trader can obtain the Certificate of

Enlistment by the click of a mouse sitting at his home or office. We have also

kept open the manual system for those who are not so comfortable with the

computer environment.

4.12 I am happy to apprise the Members of this August House that upon our

initiation and with the whole-hearted support of the State Govt., Amendment

has been made in Section 435 of the Principal Act for establishment of risk-

free business along major roads of the city with insertion of Sec 435A and

incorporation of Schedule VA post Schedule V. Further, Amendment of Sec

199 has been recently made to provide provisional CE for a period of one

year, to those applicants / traders / businessmen, who have no statutory

permissions to run a business without such clearance as may be applicable. It

also provides granting of a permanent CE for a maximum period of three

years, for those in whose cases where no such statutory clearances/NOCs are

required.

Our Licence Unit has been able to collect revenue to the tune of ̀  47.27 crore

in 2015-16 and has brought nearly 30,000 new licences under the net. In the

present financial year our revenue target is  ` 54.73 crore.

Advertisement

4.13 Our Advertisement Dept is doing wonderful job relating to spreading awareness

messages on Cleanliness and Beautification of the city throughout the year.

We have kept constant vigil to stop unauthorized hoardings- whether on private

premises or on road side space. Good numbers of iron structures fixed on the

roof of private premises have been removed. Constant cleaning and removing

drives of illegal hoardings are being taken up day and night including

defacement work. We have also gone for e-tendering asking for highest bid

for allotment of display boards on different clusters and most importantly for

facelift of the Bus Passenger Shelters. We have decided to convert street

hoardings into monopoles and intend to reduce the number of street hoardings

rationally in the near future.
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Our collection for the year 2015-16 has been to the tune of ̀  27.25 crore and

we set up a target of ` 35.89 crore for 2016-17.

Buildings

4.14 We have introduced online system of sanctioning Building Plans at all the

Boroughs under section 393A of KMC Act, 1980. Online tracking of Plan

status is already there. In fact by downloading our mobile app also, one can

search one’s sanction plan’s status.

4.15 New regulation has been introduced as “Kolkata Municipal Corporation

(Regularisation of Buildings) Regulations 2015” to regularize minor deviation

and minor unauthorized erection or work without sanction under section

400(1) and section 416 of the KMC Act, 1980 against some preconditions

and on payment of fees as prescribed in the Schedule of Rate and Fees. We

are taking prompt action against unauthorized constructions. Fortnightly

meetings are being held with Kolkata Police.

4.16 We are going to introduce online system of issuing completion Building Plans

and that Plan will be stored in the Central Server for future reference. Sanctions

of buildings in Thika Tenanted plots have been computerized. To avoid

duplicity, Dot Matrix Hologram is being used in Building Permit, Building

Sanction Plan, Completion Certificate, Completion Drawing, Approved

D/Sketch, and Order of Hearing.

4.17 We are encouraging urban renewal under Building Rule 142 to promote

demolition of old de-generated buildings inhabited by tenants and to construct

new, safe and habitable buildings in those places. On the strength of recent

amendment advantage in floor area for the area occupied by tenants has

been increased from 50% to 100%. At present, open space, car parking,

permissible height is all guided by departmental circulars which are modified

from time-to-time.

4.18 Without increasing sanction fees, we have touched 106.34 crore. In the current

financial year, our revenue target is ` 131.08 crore.

Car Parking

4.19 We have introduced some important initiatives in this sector in the last financial

year. From last September, we have introduced machine generated Fee Parking

Slips in order to mitigate grievance of the citizens.
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4.20 Separate taxi parking stretches have been earmarked for the benefit of the

citizens. White border parking stretches on the road surface for private vehicles

and yellow border for taxi parking have been introduced.

4.21 We intend to build multi-level and underground car parking through PPP

model. Our officials are studying the feasibility aspect of such parking at several

locations of the city.

4.22 Car Parking has been designated a separate Department since the last financial

year. We intend to generate more revenue in the coming years. Vigilance

upon illegal car parking (Extortion Cases) will also be strictly monitored. We

will undertake “Night Drives” to ensure that illegal parking on roads during

night time does not turn out to be a right of the car owners.

4.23 Henceforth, “Exclusive Parking” right will be controlled from the end of KMC

only. No Licensee / Agency will be allowed to offer “Exclusive Parking” rights

to any Establishment/ Individual.

In the last financial year, a revenue of `12.43 crore has been generated in

2015-16. This year we intend to increase it significantly.

Water Supply

4.24 We at present have 5 water treatment plants, 21 Booster Pumping Stations/

Headworks. After taking over of the Garden Reach Water Works from KMWSA,

we are enhancing its capacity by 50 MGD out of which 20 MGD is already

commissioned. The balance 30MGD capacity plant is going to be

commissioned soon. The total generation capacity of GRWW will be 185

million gallon of water per day and treated surface water supply will be

improved enormously.

4.25 Another water treatment plant with 25 MGD capacity is also taken up at the

land adjacent to GRWW at a total cost of ` 87 crore.

4.26 We have taken up water supply project of 1.2 million gallon capacity BPS at

Parnasree Vivekananda Kanan near Parnasree Jheel to meet up the water

crisis of Wards 131 and 132.

4.27 Senpally BPS is completed and has been commissioned recently incurring a

project cost of 18 crore. Various wards of Behala area like 129, 130,131

(part), 127 (part) etc are going to be benefitted out of it.
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4.28 We have taken up a project of water supply booster pumping station of 3

MGD capacity at the land available adjacent to Sarsuna and treated surface

water will be available from GRWW through Senpally BPS.

4.29 A BPS is under construction at Layalka Road in Ward-96 and will be completed

within a year which will improve water pressure in Tollygunge area.

4.30 Under KEIIP we have taken up a project to lay a 72" diameter MS pipeline

from GRWW to Taratala by trenchless technology. The old jetty of GRWW is

also to be refurbished under the same project.

4.31 Under the Jai Hind Jal Prakalpa, 30 MGD treated water is being supplied to

the Eastern Metropolitan Bypass area. All distribution network pipelines have

been laid under the command of Dhapa WTP. Consequently, we have closed

down a number of big dia tube wells to eliminate use of ground water. Some

tube wells are still working in the remote areas for which we are planning for

some addition/alteration work including construction of underground reservoir

in remote areas to store water at night hours.

4.32 Vast areas of the newly added Joka Gram Panchayats are not getting piped

water. We have already sunk 6 Big dia tube wells for providing piped water

through service mains of water supply distribution network of the area.

Construction of BPS and Headworks with elevated overhead reservoir to

cover up entire area of Joka is in the pipeline. We have already received a

piece of land from Housing Board, Govt of West Bengal & WBPDCL for such

water supply project. Treated water from GRWW will be distributed through

the proposed Joka BPS.

4.33 Our Indira Gandhi Water Treatment Plant popularly called Palta Water Works

has 260 MGD per day generation capacity and caters to the need of North

and Central Kolkata through Tallah PS. Some projects have been taken up

within this command zone.

4.34 Dismantling of the old 18 MGD capacity Rapid Gravity Filter Bed and its

conversion to 20 MGD capacity treatment plant with space saving technology

in the IGWTP has been taken up. KEIIP is in charge of execution.

4.35 To cater to the water demand of Moulali area, a 3MG capacity reservoir work

has already been commissioned at Convent Lane in Wd-55. The beneficiaries

include residents of Wards 53 (partly), 62 (P), 54 (P), 55 (P) and 60 (P).

4.36 We have taken up another work of refurbishing the old jetty at Palta under

KEIIP supervision. The work is in progress.
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I propose to allocate an amount of ` 348.68 crore to the Water Supply

Department for the financial year 2016-17.

Solid Waste Management

4.37  Our SWM wing is making painstaking efforts to keep the city more clean. We

have added two numbers of high capacity Pay Loaders in our fleet of SWM

vehicles and engaged one new Bull Dozer for smooth disposal of municipal

waste. Central Server with CCTV networking system and vehicle washing

facility are also provided. On a monthly basis, an average of 300 vehicles are

washed and cleaned for better maintenance and service of the vehicles.

4.38 The city now has 4200 numbers of 240 liter bins all across the length and

breadth of the city on different road sides for the use of street shop owners,

pedestrians etc. We have planned to increase the number of our Battery

operated Hydraulic dumpers to modernize the primary collection system.

4.39 The huge number of manpower engaged under “West Bengal Urban

Employment Scheme” in all 144 wards is still continuing with renewed vigour.

Afternoon cleaning services have brought in visible changes in the city’s image.

4.40 For effective transportation of MSW, in addition to the existing 50 numbers of

Modern scientific waste compactor stations, we have procured 30 numbers of

Hook Loaders and 42 Movable Compactors for odourless, spillage free

transportation. This has restricted communicability of disease, foul smell,

littering and informal collection. To continue this effort across the city, we are

installing another 35 compactor stations and also procuring 23 Hook Loaders

and 29 Movable Compactors.

4.41 Global Positioning Remote-Sensing System (GPRS) with vehicle tracking

system including post-implementation support and maintenance for a period

of 3 (three) years has been initiated by us for monitoring 300 vehicles’

movements at major Vat points at the onset.

4.42 The Dept of Environment, Govt of West Bengal and WBPCB have taken up

a World Bank aided project titled “Capacity Building for Industrial Pollution

Management (CBIPM)”. This remediation envisages capping of disposal site

and capturing landfill gas. At the central level Ministry of Environment and

Forest, Govt of India is the implementing agency and at the State level, it will

be WBPCB. Selection of vendor for closure and containment of existing dump

site is under process.
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4.43 Tender for Waste to Energy (WTE) project has already been floated.

4.44 Laboratory- scale process Know-How for making common building blocks,

vitreous tiles, decorative tiles and pavement blocks utilizing MSW and clayey

materials has already been taken up in association with Central Glass and

Ceramic Research Institute, a Central Govt organization.

I propose to allocate an amount of ` 501.31 crore to the Solid Waste

Management Department for the financial year 2016-17.

Roads

4.45 Our city roads are the arteries and veins of our day-to-day transportation and

their proper maintenance is our duty to ensure smooth and hassle free

communications for the commuters.

4.46 Last year we could develop and strengthen 98.23 km of major arterial roads

of the city. These include- Hogg Street, Dhapa Road, Topsia Road, Rani

Rashmoni Garden Lane, More Avenue etc.

4.47 About 28.50 Km of roads have been laid with mastic asphalt. For instance,

Ullaskar Datta Sarani, Madan Mohan Tala, Dipen Ghosh Sarani, Eliot Road,

Hajra Road, Panditiya Road etc.

4.48 Widening of 8.92 km of major roads has been done. Like Surahbardy Road,

Congress Exhibition Road, road below the Ambedkar Bridge, Uday Shankar

Sarani, Vidyasagar Colony (part), Lake Temple Road (part), Railway line

Road (part).

4.49 We have repaired 37.14 km of roads. For example, Raja Rammohan Ray

Road, Mukundapur ESR-I&II, Anandapur ESR-I&II, Narkel Bagan ESR,

Lalgate ESR, Mahesh Dutta Lane, Govindya Auddy Road, Airport Road,

Judges Court Road, Alipore Road, Burdwan Road, Baishnavghata Patuli Road,

Patuli ESR, Becharam Chatterjee Road and so on.

4.50 In the current financial year, we have initiated development of some major

arterial roads with mastic asphalt like the PC Connector, Rashbehari Connector,

Prince Anwar Shah Road, CR Avenue, Garden Reach Road, Manoharpukur

Road, AJC Bose Road, Camac Street, Cossipore Road and so on.

4.51 In addition, widening of certain roads like Sarojini Naidu Sarani (Rawdon

Street), UN Brahmachari Sarani (Loudon Street), TP Canal Side Road, OC

Ganguly Sarani, New Park Street (portion) has been taken up this year.

Development work of Bhukailash Road, Deodar Street, etc has been initiated

as well.
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4.52 Road restoration of damaged road surface due to laying of pipes  by Water

Supply Dept and cables by CESC  have been undertaken at JM Avenue

(portion), CR Avenue (portion), Kalipur Road, Khudiram Basu Road, Satyajit

Ray Sarani, Hemanta Mukherjee Road, GJ Khan Road etc. Besides repairing

of roads through Departmental Gangs and PR Gangs are carried out on regular

basis.

I propose to allocate an amount of ` 267.68 crore to the Roads Department

for the financial year 2016-17.

Lighting and Electricity

4.53 This August House is well aware of the fact that we have undertaken a

beautification drive in the city and illuminating the landmarks is a part of that

drive. Illumination along the banks of Ganga, façade lighting of Kalighat Temple

and other important promenades are just to name a few.

4.54 Installation of CCTV cameras at Dhapa Check Post, SS Hogg Market, Entally

Market, VIP Kankurgachi Market, CMO Buildings, Town Hall are efforts to

augment surveillance keeping public security in mind.

4.55 In order to ensure optimum power savings, we have replaced 110 nos of

400W HPSV fittings with 210W LED street lights. Pilot project of installing

273 nos of 180W and 130W LED street lights have replaced 400W and 250W

HPSV fittings in places like Ripon Street, Ramkrishna Mahasmashan,

Vivekananda Bari, Kalakar Street, Mudialli Road, Nandi Street, Bondel Road,

Parnasree Park etc.

4.56 We have augmented power supply at Town Hall with compact packaged

substation and have successfully completed illuminating the Art Gallery,

installing smoke detection system, electrification and façade lighting with LED

lamps.

4.57 Giving major thrust to Bustee lighting, we have so far undertaken illumination

of Atal Behari Basu Lane Bustee, Sir Gurudas Road Bustee, 1 Hatgachhia

Model Bustee, Srikrishna Bustee in Wd-32, Narkeldanga Main Road Bustee

so on and so forth.

4.58 We have set up High Masts at vital locations to drive away no-light pockets.

Besides, we have installed 8 nos of Pollution free electric furnaces at Nimtalla

and 4 nos of pollution free wooden pyres.
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4.59 Installation of Grid Connected Solar Photo Voltaic (SPV) with LED lights at

Deshapriya Park in Wd-85 as a part of the green energy initiative in KMC

area is another feather in our cap.

4.60 We have recently illuminated 8,000 poles with LED strips of white and blue

as a part of the city beautification programme.

I propose to allocate an amount of  ̀  108.36 crore to the Lighting and Electricity

Department for the financial year 2016-17.

Parks & Squares

4.61 It is needless to mention that we have taken all possible steps to increase

greenery in the city. My honourable colleagues will definitely agree to the fact

that we have taken tireless efforts to keep the city clean and beautiful. Planting

of saplings before arrival of monsoon, lifting of immersed idols from the Ganges

and cleaning of the immersion ghats after the pujas, construction of parks at

different places, roadside gardens, formation of new playgrounds are some

of the major works done by us all through the year. Few are mentioned below:-

New Parks :-

Expansion of the park at Canal South Road, Wd-57, Br-VII

Park at Pagladanga Road, Wd-57

Seating arrangements for senior citizens and installation of a fountain at BK Paul

Sarani Triangular Park, Wd-20, Br-II

Development of existing parks :-

APC Park, Wd-31

Vidyasagar Park (Badurbagan Park), Wd-38

Park at GJ Khan Road, Wd-66

Boulevard near Bangladesh Deputy High Commission, Wd-64

Park near Uday Sadan, Wd-95

4.62 I feel extremely happy to announce that the construction of a 25m by 15m

swimming pool with filtration plant and changing room at Bhagini Nivedita

Park is already completed and will be put to use for public shortly. It needs

special mention that we have constructed the “Bhasha Shahid Smarok” in

front of the traffic island of Birla Planetarium.  We have procured 4 vehicles

fitted with adjustable jet pumps and hose pipes for watering of plants and also

for cleaning the layers of dust that get deposited upon the leaves of trees and

plants to control pollution.
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I propose to allocate an amount of ` 39.82 crore to the Parks & Squares

Department for the financial year 2016-17.

Sewerage & Drainage

4.63 Like previous years, we have given unprecedented emphasis upon sewerage

and drainage sector. Some important works undertaken last year are listed

below :-

1. Installation of 2 nos of 240 cusec at 6m Head Axial Flow column type

submersible pump units in place of poor performing age old two nos.

vertical Axial Pump motor sets of capacity 175 cusec & 75 cusec at

station no. 1&2 at Ballygunge DPS.

2. Installation of 2 nos new submersible pumps at Hatisur DPS. With

successful implementation of this project the total capacity has been

augmented by 56 cusec.

3. Installation of coarse screen at Topsia Point “A” DPS. This work will

result in efficient screening of the huge quantity of inflow of floating

and foreign materials which in turn will minimize the potential damages

to the fine screens and the pumps.

4. Desilting of Lalababu Nikashi from outfall of Beerpara PS to Bagjola

Canal.

5. Rehabilitation of brick sewer of Muktaram Babu Street from premises

no. 151B to the junction of CR Avenue in Wd-25 under Br-IV.

4.64 Mechanisation of the Sewer Cleansing wing is our prerogative after the Hon’ble

Supreme Court’s verdict on complete abolition of human deployment for this

purpose. We are adding advance technologies to our existing infrastructure.

Machine driven equipments like automated Gully Pit Emptiers, Jetting

Machines, Suction Machines, Blow Vac Machines, Man-hole Desilting machines

etc are to name a few. We have decided to operate 30 nos Manhole Desilting

Machines in both day and night shifts in the near future to clean the manhole

chambers more periodically.

I propose to allocate an amount of ̀  233.87 crore to the Sewerage & Drainage

Department for the financial year 2016-17.
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Tolly’s Nullah

4.65 Our beloved Chief Minister took enthusiastic initiative to restore Tolly’s Nullah

and the responsibility had been delivered to KMC.  We have taken all necessary

steps to rejuvenate Tolly’s Nullah.

4.66 The Project Design Consultant has been selected through national and

international competitive bidding. We have signed the contract with the

selected party.

4.67 In the recent past, we executed the reconstruction and renovation of few Ghats

on canal bank. On the upstream beyond Kudghat, removal and cleaning of

water hyacinth and weeds is regularly done prior to monsoon. On the middle

stream and downstream Tolly’s Nullah is cleaned throughout the year by

arresting, lifting and removing of floating garbage by SWM Dept with the help

of netting arrangement across the stream. Several garbage vats on the banks

of Tolly’s Nullah have been dismantled and relocated suitably to ensure no

spilling of refuses into the stream. Our Health Dept regularly kills the mosquito

larva breeding in the Tolly’s Nullah over the upstream stretch having very

weak tidal effect. ‘100’ days workers more than 100 in numbers are engaged

in these works.

Health

4.68 Despite having many limitations, our Health Dept is rendering its service most

meticulously to address various issues relating to public health. And it is a fact

that the city’s public health scenario has changed successfully. Unprecedented

success in different facets of primary healthcare delivery system is now

increasingly becoming visible to all. Let me highlight some of the activities

carried out by the Dept during the last financial year.

4.69 To ensure easy accessibility of our primary healthcare facilities to the city-people

in each and every ward of KMC, we have established 44 new Ward Health

Units during 2010-14 besides renovating 16 old WHUs 141 WHUs are in

place now. Three other are in the process of coming up. People get free

medicines from every WHU.
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4.70 We have upgraded 25 WHUs to Urban Primary Health Centres under the

country’s National Urban Health Mission (NUHM) programme.

4.71 The reduction in the number of malaria cases over the past 5 years has been

enormous. It has downslided from 96,909 cases in 2010 to 3,419 cases in

2015 from all sources under the KMC area. And there has been no death due

to malaria in the city since 2011.

4.72 Our Dengue surveillance and prevention activities have been commendable.

There is as many as 610 non-KMC Health set-ups including Hospitals,

commercial pathological laboratories, polyclinics and nursing homes in the

KMC area. Until 2013, we had no system of collecting dengue-reports from

these non-KMC sources. In January 2014, we designated one staff called the

Morning Data Collector in each ward to collect Dengue reports from different

non-KMC Health set-ups located in the ward on a daily basis. This initiative

has yielded commendable results. Many cases of dengue which might have

been missed out came under scanner and this has helped the Department

undertake preventive measures in and around every dengue-positive house

in 24 hours.

4.73 We organized two important workshops at Uttam Mancha, on 1st August 2015

and 7th February 2016 on prevention of vector-borne diseases on updated

national guidelines on clinical management of Dengue for practicing primary

care physicians of the city and Ward Councillors, laboratory technicians etc.

4.74 To increase people’s awareness, we distributed 17 lakhs multi-coloured and

multi-lingual leaflets, placed 17,500 banners in different wards, placed 2600

banners at Puja pandals during Durga Puja, did auto-miking in each ward

twice a week during July through October 2015. We organized 16 service-

oriented health camps and 63 awareness-raising kiosks for a period of three

weeks in September 2015.

4.75 Our vaccination programme against rabies continued as usual. During 2015,

29,000 animal-bitten patients visited our 16 ARV (anti-rabies vaccine) centres

and got vaccinated. Our activities with regard to sterilizing and vaccinating

street dogs resulted in sterilizing 1052 dogs and vaccinating 1,376 with ARV

by organizing street camps in different places of the city.

4.76 Construction of a mortuary along with Mourner’s waiting room has indeed

created history. As many as 16 dead bodies can now be kept here at a time

until burial or cremation.
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4.77 In 2015, an average of 4 lakh 61,799 children under the age of 5 years has

been administered polio vaccine during each round of the programme. We

have undertaken another vaccination programme with the help of the State

Health Department and this is for providing safeguard to the schoolchildren

(below 15 years) against Japanese Encephalitis (JE). The programme has

been going on since December 2015.

4.78 We have taken important initiatives to augment the activities of the Food Cell

with the adoption of a centralized online system for Registration and Licensing

of Food Business Operators in KMC area following the guidelines of FSSAI,

Govt of India.

4.79 Doctors feel hypertension is a “SILENT KILLER”. Though KMC is a non-

academic body, our Health Dept undertook a serious study to assess the

prevalence of hypertension and the extent of people’s awareness about this

disease in the slums of Kolkata. The study has been published in the prestigious

Indian Heart Journal.

4.80 The restoration work of the historic JORAMANDIR, built 500 years ago by

Srimant Saudagar at Garia Mahashmashan has been completed.

I propose to allocate an amount of ` 134.71crore to the Health Department

for the financial year 2016-17.

Social Welfare & Urban Poverty Alleviation

4.81 We have made notable progress in the Social Welfare sector under the NULM

Programme. We have already completed imparting vocational training to

approx 9585 beneficiaries and training of approx 6900 beneficiaries is under

progress. We have provided tool- kits to the trainees as well. An ambitious

target of 7500 training programmes aiming to train 22000 youths has been

undertaken with the assistance of NULM.

4.82 Construction of Shelter Homes for homeless people, loans for Self-Help Group

members with the facility of interest subvention, provision for socio-economic

improvement of the street vendors have also been brought under the ambit

of NULM. Our basic objective is to implement the scheme in letter and spirit

so that the unemployed poor youth can stand on their own feet. A site for

construction of Shelter for Urban Homeless with an accommodation of 150

persons has been identified and resolution has already been taken in this

regard.
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4.83 We have successfully engaged the Self-Help Group members for beautification

and renovation of parks and squares, cleaning and sweeping work etc. More

than 11000 number of man days have been generated in the last financial

year.

4.84 Last year we have registered 38,521 pensioners under the NSAP Pension

Schemes and are disbursing pension through account payee cheques.

Borough-wise lists of beneficiaries have been prepared and have been

uploaded in our portal. 25408 beneficiaries under IGNOAPS, 12755 under

IGNWPS and 358 under IGNDPS have been brought under the pensioners’

cluster. The process of new enlistment of beneficiaries for 2015-16 has

commenced and approximately 12000 beneficiaries would be included in

the pension scheme subject to approval from Government.

4.85 We have distributed one time grant under National Family Benefit Scheme

(NFBS) to 292 no. of beneficiaries last year.

4.86 We have distributed 100000 clothes among our beloved citizens who are

economically deprived through our Hon’ble Councillors so that these

mariginalised ones can feel one with others during the festive season.

4.87 Nearly 1,21,393 beneficiaries have been distributed Health Cards under RSBY.

Considering the existence of migrated and shifted population in the BPL list

and exclusion of that number from the BPL list thereof, the percentage of

reach and distribution of Health Cards comes about 65% which is extremely

satisfying in comparison to other Metro or semi-metro cities. Sixteen major

Govt hospitals including SSKM, NRS and Medical College, CNMC and RG

Kar Medical College & Hospitals and 37 private nursing homes have been

brought under the scheme so that the BPL families can get the best possible

treatment available in the city.

4.88 We have extended the Health Insurance to the sex workers of the city. Presently

900 sex workers are being covered under the scheme and we are striving

hard to include more in the coming year. Initiatives are also being taken to

extend the coverage of other diseases with flexible norms.

4.89 In order to prepare an error free and updated BPL list, we have started revision

process of BPL list each year as a time bound programme. Last year too, we

undertook this activity.

I propose to allocate an amount of ̀  18.05 crore to the Social Sector & Urban

Poverty Alleviation Department for the financial year 2016-17.
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Bustee

4.90 People living in the slums of the city get utmost priority in our “works to do”

list. Last year was also not any exception. Our sustained efforts in slum

improvement resulted in following works last year :-

Water supply pipe laying Length 44041 m

Improvement of drains and sewers Length 83018 m

Improvement of passages and roads Length 179019 m

Construction & renovation of sanitary latrines 6582 nos

Installation of electrical posts 1824 nos

Laying of electrical cable 132072 m

Construction of community hall 2 nos

Pay and Use Toilets 30 nos

To help people locate the existence of our Pay and Use Toilets we have

launched a mobile app to locate the nearest PUT from the place of existence

of the user.

Our endeavour to provide temporary toilet facilities during festive seasons

has been a runaway success and with this we try to keep the environment

clean and healthy to stop spreading of communicable diseases during this

time. We will continue providing better services in the coming days as well.

I propose to allocate an amount of ` 136.39 crore to the Bustee Department

for the financial year 2016-17.

Education

4.91 Our objective to provide free education to the underprivileged category of

children of the city has been given enormous priority like previous years.

During last year, the significant works done by us are given below :-

1. Six nos. of KMCP Schools have been upgraded to Class-VIII

2. Construction of a new school building at Adarshanagar in Wd- 108

under Br-XII is nearing completion and in the same ward at Martinpara

one more KMCP school has been inaugurated and another Oriya

medium school has been established in this area.
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3. 17 KMCP schools in English Medium have been set up and the primary

work to run Montessori session in Twenty KMCP schools is completed.

4. Students of all KMCP schools have been provided with “Educational

Kits” like uniform, socks and shoes, stationery materials etc. Regular

health checkups and eye check-ups have been conducted as well.

5. Exposure visits are a part of our curriculum and we successfully arranged

to take more than 2000 students to Birla Industrial and Technological

Museum last year to make their learning more interesting.

6. Like past years, in 2015 as well we organized annual sports with much

fanfare. Health check-ups have been conducted as well.

4.92 In the near future, a plan for setting up and running a Residential KMCP

school with all facilities for girl students at 4/1A Kasiswar Chatterjee Lane in

Br-1 and at 2 Ripon Square Wd-62 setting up a modern KMCP English medium

school are about to materialize. We also intend to establish new primary schools

in the newly added Joka area. We are also planning to construct one more

community kitchen in the Behala area for easy distribution of Mid Day Meal

instead of relying on local arrangements.

I propose to allocate an amount of ̀  33.03 crore to the Education Department

for the financial year 2016-17.

Market

4.93 Our Market Department has continued its efforts to maximize collection of

revenue without enhancing the rate of fees and charges. At the same time, we

are continuing our effort to improve the quality of the market places through

repair and renovation. The heritage Sir Stuart Hogg Market is being repaired,

renovated and beautified. The corridors and passages of the Market have

been paved with tiles and a major portion has been painted. Renovation and

beautification works are also being done in other markets. In order to ensure

security of the Market, CCTV cameras have been installed in Entally Market

for the benefit of the citizens. Major headway has been made in the College

Street Market Redevelopment Project- rehabilitation of existing permit-holders

of Block-B ground floor has been completed and the said Block has been

opened for the public. Rehabilitation of permit-holders of Block-C will also be

completed shortly.
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I propose to allocate an amount of ` 26.93 crore to the Market Department

for the financial year 2016-17.

Planning & Development

4.94 Our P&D wing usually caters to providing technical support to big multi-

disciplinary projects involving different aspects of engineering. Some

successfully completed/initiated projects are listed below :-

Upgrading the man entry brick sewers under JnNURM ;

Initiation of the construction of RCC Bridge on Tolly’s Nullah connecting

Chandi Ghosh Road and Banerjee Para Road (Wd-97)

The work of construction of a G+V storied Hospital building in place of the

rear part of dilapidated Ramrikdas Haralalka Hospital at Bhawanipore is in

progress

Two nos. projects have been considered for AMRUT which are noted below:-

Rehabilitation/Refurbishment of brick sewer of 1.75km long from Moulali to

Palmer Bridge’s Drainage Pumping Station

Upgradation /Refurbishment of 23.50 Km (approx) man entry brick sewer in

different places in the city of Kolkata.

KEIIP

4.95 As we all know that KMC had taken up the project of Kolkata Environment

Improvement Project (KEIP) with financial assistance of Asian Development

Bank (ADB), Govt. of India and Govt of West Bengal for revamping the city’s

infrastructure mainly in the added areas. The said project came to completion

in 2013 June. ADB extended its support for the second phase and thus Kolkata

Environment Improvement Investment Programme (KEIIP) came into being.

It is basically a Multi-tranche Financial Facility (MFF) through three tranches

for 400m USD. To cover the balance 37 sq km area, not covered by KEIP,

KEIIP will organize for sewerage and drainage facility and improved water

supply in the area (Brs-XI, XIV and XVI). A portion of fund will be used for

water loss management in pilot zones.

4.96 The Tranche-1 is expected to be completed by 2018. The loan for Tranche-2

amounting to nearly 200m USD is under negotiation and expected to be

signed and effective within 2016. Meanwhile as per Advance Contracting

procedure KEIIP has tendered 8 number of Contract packages for Tranche-2

with estimated work value of nearly ` 700 crore.
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Beautification & Civil Engineering

4.97 Our Civil Engineering Dept is in charge of basic infrastructure development in

all the 16 Boroughs. Accordingly, throughout the year, the Engineering Division

in different Boroughs  takes care of repairing and developing various city

roads and streets all across the city.

4.98 Paving of footpaths with paver blocks of different size, shape and colour has

been our objective and part of our city beautification drive. Improving the

service drains in and around the city has also been done like all previous

years.

4.99 We have constructed and upgraded a good number of Ward Health Units at

3 Girish Chandra Bose Road, Wd-54; Rammoy Road in Wd-72, Chakraberia

Park in Wd-70, 3A Dover Terrace in Wd-85, S N Ray Road in Wd-118, Doctor

Bagan in Wd-122 etc.

4.100 We have constructed Community Halls in Laha Colony Math in Wd-10;

3 Star Lane in Wd-11, B K Pal Avenue in Wd-19; Sarat Chatterjee Road in

Wd-131.

4.101 Our construction work at Ramrikdas Hospital and Chaplin Park is going on in

full swing.

Environment & Heritage

4.102 An important part of city’s beautification scheme relates to rejuvenation,

conservation and restoration of city’s heritage. We have already restored the

twin Shiva Temple at Bhukailash Rajbari and its surroundings. Moreover,

restoration of the twin temples at Garia Mahashmashan and its surroundings

undertaken by us is completed. Construction of Gateways to Bhukailash

Rajbari as well as Garia Mahashmashan is in progress and will be completed

shortly. The ancillary civil works undertaken by this Department in connection

with restoration of Laldighi at BBD Bag is completed.

4.103 Rapid urbanization is resulting in filling up of water bodies which we are resisting

and preventing to restore ecological balance. We issue notices under section

53 of WBTC (P&D) Act against the offender and also lodge FIR with the

concerned police station. As many as 165 numbers of complaints have been

filed with the concerned PS u/s 53 against illegal filling up of water bodies.
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Moreover, we take management control of the water bodies under West Bengal

Inland fisheries Act for their restoration. So far 135 water bodies have been

taken up invoking 17A of West Bengal Inland Fisheries Act. Pisciculture has

been promoted at Victoria Pond.

4.104 Prevention of the use plastic bags below 40 micron and deforestation are also

our concern and we are doing all kinds of awareness building programmes

among the citizens through distribution of leaflets, running of tableau vans,

use of banners etc.

Minority Development

4.105 Improving the conditions of the minorities have been given utmost importance

by us. With funding through the Multi-Sectoral Development Plan (MSDP),

we have already undertaken various initiatives like the following :-

1. Construction of additional class rooms for 23 nos. of Urdu Schools.

Later on, we allocated 10 lakhs per school to 5 nos. of schools on class

room construction purpose.

2. A separate Boys’ and Girls’ Hostel with an accommodation of 180

seats has been constructed at 20 Pyari Mohan Roy Road. We have

handed over the same to the West Bengal Wakf Board as well.

3. 15 numbers of Muslim/Christian Burial Grounds have been encircled

with concrete boundary walls with fund from the MA and Madrasah

Education Depts of our State Govt.

4. Digging of deep tubewells, construction of WHUs, community toilets,

ICDS centres are some of the activities already taken up by us in the

previous years.

We would continue our effort to improve the living conditions of the

minority communities in our city like we have been doing so far.

e-Governance

4.106 It is our proud moment to record in this August House that the e-Governance

endeavour has got national recognition twice in the last financial year. First
during June 2015 when we were selected as the Best Practicing Municipal
Body in the country under the “e-Deliveries of Municipal Services” category
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during the launch of AMRUT and Smart Cities programmes of the Ministry of

Urban Development by Hon’ble Prime Minister of India at New Delhi.

Thereafter, again on 23rd September 2015, we received the highest recognition

in the 41st summit of “SKOCH Transformative Governance 2015” in the

e-Governance category. These recognitions actually go to the Hon’ble

Members of this House as their sincere efforts have reached its culmination.

4.107 We are putting our efforts to address the grievances and suggestions coming

from our beloved citizens in order to improve upon our services. We are into

latest social media applications like whatsapp since June 2015. Complaints

and suggestions received in this manner are immediately being attended to.

We are present in facebook too. All the distinguished Members are requested

to send their “friend request” to KMC in facebook so that the achievements,

incidents and messages get spread in your friends’ circle through this powerful

social medium.

4.108 We have launched our mobile application on Android platform a year back.

Now this app is also available on Windows and iOS platforms with more

features.

4.109 We have completed digitization of Assessment Inspection Books- both GRs

and IRs. Last year I announced before this August House that online sanction

of Building Plans will be implemented soon. We are now ready with this

system. All our payments to our stakeholders are now being electronically

transferred directly to the receivers’ accounts.

We truly adhere to the basic tenets of democracy i.e. it is “by the people, for

the people and of the people”. People of this city have bestowed their faith on

us by electing us for the second consecutive term in 2015. They are our

inspiration and driving force. We are surging ahead with our basic motto of

making KMC effective, efficient, equitable, citizen responsive and a transparent

organization.

With these words Madam Chairperson, I commend the Budget for 2016-

2017 to the House.

Sd/-

23rd June 2016 SOVAN CHATTERJEE

Mayor

Kolkata Municipal Corporation
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